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About Amini’s Galleria  
Amini’s Galleria is a retailer of pool tables, home arcades, 
game furnishings, area rugs, theater seating, outdoor fixtures 
and lighting with locations in St. Louis, Overland Park, Kansas 
City, Tulsa and Oklahoma City. Amini’s has been family 
owned and operated since 1975. Amini’s provides its 
customers with the AminiAdvantage, raising the standards 
of the billiard and family game room equipment industry. 
Amini’s provides an exclusive shopping experience of the 
top four U.S. manu-facturers. Amini’s provides the largest 
selection of personal tastes and custom designs, in-depth 
reputable product  ines, in-home consultation and design 
services and professional, well-trained in-house installation 
teams. Game Room Champ is a division of Amini’s Galleria 
through which we ship dozens of arcade games and other 
home entertainment products daily.

What we do for Amini’s Galleria 

Performance Plus works with Amini’s Galleria and exclusively Game Room Champ. Performance Plus 
has helped Amini’s with over 2,000 LTL, truckload and International shipments since 2010. We handle 
both in-bound and outbound shipments, as well as drop shipments for Amini’s. We have setup a database of 
vendors and items to make their shipping process as simple as possible. Amini’s depends on Performance 
Plus daily to ship, track and schedule deliveries for all shipments and has provided a huge savings to their bottom 
line as well. 

CASE STUDY

     When we switched to Performance Plus for our shipping needs a little over a year ago we found that there 
is actually a company that is hassle free and easy to deal with. We also found that they go above and beyond 
on a regular basis. I talk to Tim almost daily, and he makes me feel comfortable with all of my shipping needs. 
I’ve been shipping for over ten years, and my only regret about Performance Plus is not using them a lot sooner. 
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